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This work covers the direct glucose anion exchange membrane fuel cell (AEMFC) with near-neutralstate electrolyte of 0.1 M [PO4] tot having two high-performing anode electrocatalysts (Pt and PtNi) at
37 oC and at a glucose concentration of 0.1 M. The cathode catalyst in each test was a Pt supported on
carbon (60 wt.%). The PtNi/C had a total metal content of 40 wt.% and the Pt/C 60 wt.%. The
operation of the AEMFC was controlled by means of an in-house made electronic load with PIcontroller (i.e. a feedback controller, which has proportional and integral action on control error
signal). There were two primary objectives with this study. At first, to find out how the electrode
modifications of the anode (i.e. by increasing the thicknesses of these electrodes by adding extra
carbon) affect the Coulombic efficiency (CE, based on the exchange of two electrons) and the specific
energy (SPE, Wh kg-1) values of the direct glucose AEMFC. Secondly, investigate how a two-stage
fuel cell system with two fuel cells concatenated and used one after the other for the electrochemical
oxidation of glucose, influence the CE and SPE values. The results show that the modified PtNi anode
shows superior results for the AEMFC compared to our earlier results. As for the two-stage fuel cell
system, it increased the average electric power (mWh) and SPE when compared to single fuel cell
systems except when the higher selective anode catalyst (Pt) was used in the first fuel cell prior to the
fuel cell in the second fuel cell containing the lower selective anode catalyst (PtNi).
Keywords: glucose, anode electrocatalysts, anion exchange membrane fuel cell, near-neutral-state
electrolyte, multistage fuel cell system
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1. INTRODUCTION
So far the electrochemical oxidation of glucose has occurred with at most two electron transfer
in different fuel cells, when the maximum number of the available electrons is 24 per one glucose
molecule [1-3]. Our reported tests with both the direct glucose cylinder and the rectangular (flat) type
anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AEMFC) confirm previous results that at the most only two
electrons are extracted during electrochemical oxidation of glucose in a near-neutral-state electrolyte
[4-6]. Thus, it has to be admitted that a single fuel cell with a certain anode – cathode pair is
ineffective for achieving a high degree of oxidation of glucose, which can theoretically provide the
transfer of 24 electrons per molecule. This is due to facts that the used anode catalysts are either
unselective towards the oxidation products of glucose or these catalysts are being poisoned by these
oxidation products [7-8]. In this work, we continue the research on the direct glucose AEMFC from
the point of view of our earlier reported studies [6]. At first, we describe the optimization of the Pt and
PtNi as anodes for the oxidation of glucose and as assembled further in the AEMFC. Then, we report
the tests with an AEMFC system with two separate electro-oxidation units in series. Early reported
works on the multistage structures of the fuel cells systems are related e.g. to multi-stack structures of
several microbial fuel cells (MFCs) for the different bioorganic fuels [9] or to solid oxide fuel cells
(SOFCs) for the hydrogen, methane and carbon monoxide gases as fuels [10]. Based on the literature
and patent searches, it is suggested that our proposed two-stage direct glucose AEMFC system, in
which the oxidation reaction are occurring in the separate stages, contains novelty value when
compared to these early reported works [9,10].

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 The test equipment
2.1.1 Main device
The main equipment that were applied in this work are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Schematic and units of the two-stage fuel cell system.
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The main equipment were similar to the devices in our previous work [6] except for the second
added test fuel cell equipment. Electronic devices and connections including the PI controller for the
electronic load and the TIC controller for heating the electrodes of the fuel cells were also analogous as
were used earlier in the single fuel cell [6]. The voltage and current values were measured and
recorded similarly as in our earlier published research [6].

2.1.2 Preparation of the electrodes
Fuel cell electrodes were prepared as described earlier [6]. In brief, carbon supported Pt (60
wt.%, by Alfa Aesar, marked as Pt(60)) and PtNi (1:6, 40 wt.%, by Premetek, abbreviated as
PtNi(40)) were used as the anode catalysts and Pt (60 wt.%, by Alfa Aesar, abbreviated as Pt(60)) as
the cathode catalyst. Carbon black (Vulcan XC-72, Cabot Corp.) was added to the anode catalysts to
increase the anode thickness so that the metal content of the catalyst powder was kept at 10 wt.%. The
catalysts were mixed with distilled water, isopropanol and FAA3 ionomer solution (Fumatech) by
magnetic stirring and sonication. The resulting inks were sprayed with an airbrush on hydrophilic
ELAT-H carbon cloth (NuVant Systems) in the case of anode catalysts and on hydrophobic GDL-CT
carbon cloth (FuelCellsEtc) in the case of cathode catalysts. Finally, the electrodes were dried in a
vacuum oven at 40°C. The metal loadings of the anodes are presented in Table 1 and the cathode Pt
loading was 3.1 ± 0.1 mg cm-2.
The resulting thicknesses of the anodes PtNi(40)+C and Pt(60)+C were measured to be 920 µm
and 950 µm, respectively. The thickness of the cathode electrodes were 500 µm. The geometrical areas
of the electrodes in the rectangular (flat) fuel cell were 5 cm2.
Table 1. The anode catalysts and their respective mass loadings.
Anode catalyst
(wt.%)
Pt(60) + C
PtNi(1:6, 40) + C

Carbon support
type
activated carbon
Vulcan XC-72

Manufacturer

Total mass loading

Alfa Aesar
Premetek

[mg cm-2]
1.63
1.57

2.1.3. The gaskets of the test fuel cell
Due to the increased thicknesses of the PtNi(40)+C (920 µm) and Pt(60)+C (950 µm) anodes,
two pieces of nitrile rubbers were used on the anode side. On the cathode side PTFE and a rubber
gasket were similar as in our earlier work in [6].
2.1.4 Electronic load with PI-controller (ELPI)
The electric power load has been designed for small currents. The current is measured by using
a 10 ohm resistor. The voltage over this resistor reduces the control voltage that comes from the
microcontroller.
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2.2. The test procedure
The preparation procedures were equal as they were in our earlier work [6]. Glucose and
potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KH2PO4, Sigma-Aldrich) were dissolved in distilled water. The
concentrations of both compounds were 0.1 M. The pH value was set at 7.4 by adding potassium
hydroxide (KOH, Algol) in the aqueous solution, which contained glucose and KH2PO4. The volumes
of the fuel-electrolyte solutions in the feeds were 0.11 dm3 in all the tests, except for 0.1 dm3 in the test
with a single fuel cell with PtNi(40)+C as the anode.
The fuel-electrolyte solution was pumped to the anode of the first fuel cell, in which the
electrodes were electrically heated and maintained at 37 °C by the TIC controller. The measurements
of the polarization curves were conducted as in [6]. While measuring the current-voltage values of the
two-stage fuel cell system, the open circuit voltage (OCV) generation was recorded for a duration of
one hour until a minimal variation of 200 µV min-1 in both fuel cells was obtained. After this the
Coulombic efficiency over time (i.e. the current-voltage test) was recorded as follows: at the start the
current values were set by the PI-controller (in constant voltage (CV) mode) of the electronic load to
values in order of the maximum current density 20- 50 µA cm-2 for each anode-cathode pair (i.e.
current values between 100 and 250 µA). The first test fuel cell was used for 16.8 to 19.2 hours. Then
the fuel-electrolyte solution was fed to the second fuel cell. After OCV generation for one hour, the
current was taken in values between 100 to 250 µA until the fuel cell operation was stopped due to
mass transfer limitations, which took place as reported in our earlier work with the single direct
glucose AEMFC [6]. Because the knob of the PI controller had reverse direction for increasing the
control boosting (for constant current mode CC as clockwise and for CV as counter clockwise), the
control capacity in CV mode run had to be regenerated at maximum three times for enabling the
control action. The regeneration was done by changing CV mode to CC mode and increasing the
current intensity. After 1 to 2 minutes, the PI controller was turned back to CV mode. While measuring
the Coulombic efficiency, the heating of the cell to 37oC caused evaporation of water despite water
vapour was fed to the suction side of the air blower. The Coulombic efficiency values (CE, %, based
on two electrons transfer) and the specific energy values (SPEC, Wh kg-1 glucose) were calculated
according to our earlier reported works [4-6]. Distilled water was added occasionally in the pumping
vessel to compensate the evaporation of the aqueous electrolyte as it is described in our earlier work
[6].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Optimization of Pt and PtNi anode electrodes
When the total thicknesses of the PtNi(10 and 40 wt.%) anodes were compared in our earlier
work [6], it was found that PtNi(10) with the thickness of 700 µm gave better results than PtNi(40)
with the thickness of 460 µm although the ohmic and mass transport losses should be higher with the
electrodes with the increased thicknesses. It was noted that the thicker electrode made from PtNi(10)
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produced more effective active area on the catalyst layer for glucose oxidation reactions. The relevance
of the catalysts with the high effective active areas has also been emphasized when the Raney platinum
anodes were selected to be used in the fuel cells with glucose as a fuel [11]. The compositions of the
anodes have been changed in this work. An additional porous carbon black (Vulcan XC-72) was
blended with the catalyst-ionomer mixtures of the commercial PtNi(40) and Pt(60) that are both
supported on carbon (designated PtNi(40) +C and Pt(60) +C). Using this procedure the thicknesses of
the anodes were increased to 920 µm and 950 µm, respectively.
The values of OCV and current-voltage during the polarization tests with the modified anode
electrodes are shown in Table 2. The reported values from our earlier work [6] as comparisons are also
shown in Table 2. In all tests the cathode was the Pt(60), which had a thickness of 500 µm.
Table 2. The polarization data of the AEMFC with the modified Pt and PtNi anodes. The Pt cathodes
were equal in both tests.
Anode catalyst

OCV

[wt%]
Pt(60)
Pt(60) +C
PtNi(10)
PtNi(40)
PtNi(40) +C

[mV]
605 [6]
587
420 [6]
140 [6]
598

Maximum current and end
voltage
[mA cm-2 (mV)]
0.70 (100) [6]
0.39 (346)
0.24 (100) [6]
(NA) [6]
0.44 (370)

The polarization curves of the test fuel cell with PtNi (40) +C and Pt (60) +C anodes are shown
also in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. The polarization curve of the test fuel cell with modified PtNi(40) +C and Pt(60) +C as
anodes.

Fig. 2 shows that both polarization curves are affected by high mass transfer losses already at
around 0.4 mA cm-2 and 0.4 V due to the high thicknesses of the modified PtNi(40) +C (920µm) and
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Pt(60 ) +C (950 µm) anodes, so the minimum voltages of 100 mV were not achieved as in our earlier
reported study [6]. However, the increase in the thicknesses of the anode electrodes improves both the
OCV and current density values of the PtNi (40) +C electrode as an anode when compared to the
PtNi(10) and PtNi(40) anode electrodes, whereas the modified anode electrode Pt (60) +C operated
with slight OCV degradation than the thinner Pt(60) anode [6].
The measured and calculated data from the current-voltage test runs over time of the test fuel
cell with the modified anode electrodes are shown in Table 3. The reported values from our earlier
work [6] as comparisons are also shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Current-voltage values and calculated data of the direct glucose AEMFC with different Pt and
PtNi anodes in this work and our earlier work in [6]. The Pt cathodes were similar in all the
tests.
Anode
catalyst
(wt%)
Pt (60) [6]
Pt (60) +C
PtNi (10) [6]
PtNi (40) +C

Measured
Coulombs
∑ As
24.80
24.59
10.37
14.07

Average
voltage
[mV]
126
184.5
112
193.6

Average
power
[mWh]
0.87
1.26
0.34
0.76

Specific
energy
[Wh kg-1]
0.48
0.64
0.19
0.42

Coulombic
efficiency
[%/ 2 e-]
1.30
1.16
0.54
0.73

The results shown in Tables 2 and 3 show that the AEMFC with the PtNi(40)+C anode displays
higher OCV, maximum current and Coulomb values than PtNi(10) as in Ref [6]. The maximum
current density increased by 83.3% and the measured Coulombs increased by 35.7% when compared
to tests with PtNi(10) in [6]. In regard to the modified Pt anode, the data in Tables 2 and 3 did not
show any improvement compared to the thinner Pt(60) anode [6]. However, the data shown in Tables 2
to 3 were not optimal either for the modified PtNi(40)+C or the Pt(60)+C anodes, because the
maximum current is already achieved at the voltage values of 370 mV and 346 mV with PtNi(40) + C
and Pt(60)+C, respectively. By optimizing the electrodes, the amount of maximum current could
possibly be increased and it could be reached at a lower potential, thus increasing the number of
Coulombs gained from the system. The thicker electrodes cause higher ohmic losses and have lower
diffusion properties compared to the thinner Pt(60) and PtNi(10) electrodes as mentioned in our earlier
work [6]. The high thickness was also evident from slower equilibration during start-up: the durations
for OCV generation were 3.5 and 1 hours for PtNi(40) +C and Pt(60) +C, respectively. The
corresponding OCV generation times with thinner anodes were for PtNi(10) and Pt(60) 3 hours and 20
minutes, respectively [6].
The current-voltage tests in Table 3 show increased Coulombs with PtNi(40) +C compared to
with the PtNi(10) anode [6]. Pt(60) +C did not produce higher measured Coulombs when compared to
earlier results [6], but both the modified anodes produced higher average voltage and specific energy
due to higher final voltage values. The Coulombs with PtNi(40) +C and Pt(60) +C could also have
been much better if the voltage of the test fuel cell had been possible to run without interruption down
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to the current of 20 to 30 µA and the voltage of 100 mV as in [6]. Due to the high average power and
general improvements, both of the modified anodes were selected to be used in the current-voltage
measurement tests with the two-stage fuel cell system.. The PI electrical load was reprogrammed to be
able to keep the test fuel cell in operation as long as possible with the thicker anodes.

3.2 Test of two stage direct glucose AEMFC system
The Coulombs for the two stage fuel cell systems were measured with the variation of
PtNi(40) +C and Pt(60) +C anodes in both fuel cells. As comparison to detect the influence of the
PtNi(40 +C anode in the fuel cell operation both fuel cells were run and measured with the modified
Pt(60) +C anodes. The performance data and characteristics with the two-stage fuel cell system are
shown in Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4. Performance data of the two-stage direct glucose AEMFC system with different anodes.. All
fuel cells had similar standard Pt cathodes.
Anodes in

Coulombs

FCs 1 & 2

[As]

Average
voltage
[mV]

Average
power

Specific
energy

PtNi(40)+C &
Pt(60) +C
Pt(60) +C &
PtNi(40) +C
Pt(60)+C &
Pt(60)+C

21.50

Coulombic
efficiency
[%, 2e-]

213.00

[mWh]
1.27

[Wh kg-1]
0.64

1.01

10.70

198.70

0.59

0.30

0.50

23.92

260.70

1.73

0.88

1.13

Table 5. The pH values of the fuel-electrolyte solutions before and after each current-voltage test of
the two stage fuel cell system.
Anodes in FCs 1 & 2
PtNi(40) +C & Pt(60) +C
Pt(60) +C & PtNi(40+C
Pt(60) +C & Pt(60) +C

Initial pH
7.40
7.40
7.40

Final pH value
7.00
7.20
7.10

The two stage fuel cell system with PtNi(40) +C as anode in FC-1 and Pt(60) +C as anode in
FC-2 improved the Coulombs by 52.8% when compared to the single FC with PtNi(40) +C as anode
(14.07 As, Table 3). Pt(60)+C in both of the FCs did not show improvement in the number of
Coulombs (Table 4) when compared to the single FC with Pt(60) +C as anode (Table 3). It can be
assumed that PtNi(40) +C with anodes in both the fuel cells would not yield higher yield in the number
of Coulombs as shown in Table 3 and 4. Thus, no tests were conducted for the PtNi(40) +C and
PtNi(40) +C with anodes at both fuel cells. However, higher average power and SPE (in Table 4) are
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depicted for the two fuel cell systems than the single fuel cells systems (in Table 3). The SPE values of
each fuel cell system are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. The specific energy (SPE) of each fuel cell system with one fuel cell and two fuel cells.

Figure 4. The current-voltage test for the two fuel cell systems with Pt(60) +C anodes in both fuel
cells 1 and 2. The final voltage and current values remained above 100 mV and 20 – 30 µA,
respectively. Change from FC-1 to FC-2 marked with blue line.
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Figure 5. The current-voltage characteristics for the two-stage direct glucose AEMFC system with
PtNi(40) +C and Pt(60) +C as anodes in fuel cells 1 and 2, respectively. The final voltage and
current values remained above 100 mV and 20 – 30(150) µA, respectively. Change from FC-1
to FC-2 marked with blue line.
Fig. 3 shows that the best SPE value of the two fuel cell systems is based on Pt(60) +C &
Pt(60) +C with more than 34% increase than the single fuel cell system. The PtNi(40) +C & Pt(60) +C
as anodes show the biggest change in the pH value of the fuel-electrolyte solutions (Tabs 5). Thus, in
the two stage fuel cell system inferior results on the average power and SPE were achieved when the
selective and effective (on glucose molecule) anode catalyst (Pt(60) +C) was in the first fuel cell and
the other anode catalyst (PtNi(40) +C) was in the later one. Figs. 4 and 5 show the two current-voltage
measurements for the two stage fuel cell systems containing the two different electrocatalyst
compositions.
In all the tests with the thick anode formulations, the voltage of the last fuel cell FC-2 did not
reach the final voltage of 100 mV and final current between 20 – 30 µA as in earlier tests with thinner
anodes due to higher diffusion and ohmic losses [6]. Thus, there remained a lot of unused potential in
the glucose-electrolyte solution to be electro-oxidized with a higher number of extracted Coulombs.
The two-stage oxidation process should be repeated in fuel cells with better physical properties (i.e.
higher surface areas, chemical and morphological properties of the catalysts as well as structures of the
electrodes). There is also a need to improve and develop the control unit of the electronic load so that
much lower values of both voltages and currents are obtained to perform in steady state
In Fig. 4, it is shown that the voltage of the fuel cell decreases steadily with Pt (60 wt.%)
anodes in both the fuel cells. Whereas, it is shown in Fig. 5 that the PI controlled electric load could
not keep the current steady in FC-2 with the Pt(60) +C anode but medium manual control actions had
to be done to regenerate the control capacity of the electrical load. The electrocatalysts in FC-2 were
activated very slowly, which could be shown in Fig. 5, where an increase in the voltage of the fuel cell
during the first hour from the start-up was noticeable. Thus, it could be observed that the PI electronic
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load with PI controller demanded the regeneration of the PI control capacity three times during the test
when PtNi(40) +C and Pt(60) +C were used as anodes, whereas with Pt(60) +C as anodes (Fig. 4) the
regeneration was done only two times at the end of the test.
As for the oxidation products from the glucose electrochemical oxidation; they were not
analysed due to the low Coulombic efficiency values shown in Tab. 4. From the literature, it can be
concluded that the main oxidation product with Pt-derived anode electrodes is gluconic acid, but also
glucuronic, glucaric, oxalic and tartaric acids can be formed [12,13]. Very small amounts of glycolic
and formic acids have been detected as well [12]. The measured pH-values in this work (Tab 5) are
lower than the final pH values were for the cylinder shaped fuel cell with different concentrations of
the fuel-electrolyte solutions tested in the temperature range from 20 to 37oC [4-5]. This indicates
increased formation of acidic oxidation products in the liquid phase as a result of the electrochemical
oxidation of glucose. Thus, from the results shown in Tables 4 and 5 it is possible to assume that by
using the multi stage direct glucose fuel cell system it could be possible to achieve a higher specific
energy values. To this end, more selective and active anode catalysts than those used here or earlier [46] are sought for the electro-oxidation of glucose and its intermediate products.

Figure 6. The principle flow sheet for a multistage fuel cell system as a charger of a battery, which
contains four fuel cells. Each fuel cell (FC) has its own control and transformer unit (CU). The
oxidation of glucose occurs step by step in each fuel fuel cell. The fuel cells have different
electrocatalysts for glucose and its oxidation products.
The development of an effective multistage direct glucose fuel cell system have to contain an
effective control system with load variations for the oxidation process itself and maintaining the pH of
the fuel-electrolyte constant or near the starting value. Glucose is reported to be unreactive when the
fuel-electrolyte solution turns to be acidic [12]. If necessary, additional energy in the form of high
frequency signals with certain voltage level should be fed into each fuel cell as has been done earlier
with alkaline glucose fuel cells [14-15]. Another strategy might be adding certain chemicals into the
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fuel-electrolyte solution to cause chemical reforming or corresponding reactions to expose the glucose
to be more reactive for the electro-oxidation. Overall, the prerequisites for a higher degree of glucose
oxidation by abiotic fuel cells can be effective compared to the multi enzymatic Krebs cycle in living
cells, in which glucose is used to produce different compounds [16]. The success of the effective
electro-oxidation of glucose will be the sum of multidisciplinary factors, which have not been taken
into account so far. The principal flow sheet of the multistage fuel cell system to be as a battery
charger is shown in Figure 6.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Anode catalysts Pt(60) and PtNi(40) were assembled in electrode configurations by increasing
their thicknesses through addition of carbon for the oxidation reactions of glucose. These modified
anodes were tested at first in AEMFC. The improvements in the current densities-voltages were
noticed especially for PtNi. Both the catalysts were also used in the two-stage AEMFC system to
compare with the single fuel cells with similar anodes. The current-voltage tests showed that the
number of Coulombs were very close to the values with the single fuel cells, but glucose remained to
some extent unoxidzed giving rise to low efficiency. The measurements showed that in the two-stage
fuel cell system with the anode (PtNi) in the first stage and the selective anode (Pt) in the last stage
produced the highest relative improvement compared to the single fuel cell with PtNi as anode.
Furthermore, Pt+C & Pt +C showed by far greatest average power (mWh) and specific energy (SPE).
Thus, increasing the number of the fuel cells from one to two pieces increased the average power of
the extracted current from the glucose electrochemical oxidation. After the searching more effective
electro catalysts for the fuel cells, it is expected that the improvement in both the extracted Coulombs
together with the average power are expected to be attained by means of the multistage direct glucose
fuel cell systems.
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